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Wing Clip 60 
Function: The 60 Wing Clip is made from stainless steel and powder coated in matt 

black. It is designed to act as a hidden fixing for many of Wallbarn decking 

products. Because it has a an A2 Fire Class Rating, it is best suited to work 

with our Fire rated decking systems. The clip has been specially designed to 

match the width of all Wallbarn aluminium joists (60mm), so the silver 

aluminium joists cannot be seen from above. 

Will fit boards manufactured with a standard side milling profile, the wing 

of the clip grips into the grooves at the sides to hold deck boards in place 

securely without need for top screws or any visible fixings. These are 

secured with Wallbarn’s self-tapping stainless steel screw for Wallbarn 

Aluminium rails/joists or applicable screws for WPC/composite and timber 

joists. 

The clip will provide an approximate 6mm gap between each deck board.  

A matching Start/End clip is also used to secure the first and last board. This 

Clip is also powder coated in matt black and meets Class A2 fire rating. 

**Your Account Manager can provide datasheets for any other products 

mentioned in this datasheet. 
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Technical Data 
Fire Rating: Class A2 
Compatibility: They can be used with decking boards manufactured with standard 

milling side profile, including X-Deck porcelain, C-Deck fibre cement 
fire rated decking and Thermo Bamboo deck boards. 

Performance: Mould and Water Resistant 
Resistant to deterioration by UV light, damp and normal atmospheric 
conditions in the long term 

Material: Stainless Steel 
Recycled: No 
Recyclable: Yes 
Accessories: Start/End Clip 

Wallbarn stainless steel self tapping screw for aluminium joists. 
Wallbarn wood or WPC/composite screw for timber & composite 
joists 
 Also available in a 30mm variation 
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